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T
he welcome mat was out for dealers and manufactur-
ers February 24-26 at the Hershey Convention Center,
for the annual Kinsey’s Dealer Show. Record pre-show

registration was followed by heavy dealer traffic on
Saturday, though crowds thinned on Sunday. Kinsey’s veter-
ans like Jim Kinsey, Toni DiRuscio and Jody Bowers (shown
below) have developed such an efficient ordering system
that many retailers completed their buying in a single day.
Look for more Kinsey’s Show coverage in the July issue.

PHOTO LEFT: Chuck Jeswilkowski of Sportco Marketing
helped man a booth filled with hundreds of gift items from
Mallard Outdoors and River’s Edge.“More and more of the
dealers I visited are carrying gift items,” he said. “Years ago
they’d stock up just for Christmas, but with birthdays and
Father’s Day, people pretty much stock it year round.” The
Winchester pub sign he’s holding is one of 16 different styles
in a series that he said is selling very well for dealers.

The gang from Lonesome Elk
Archery in Terre Haute, Indiana
check out the new red, white and
blue fletching from Gateway
Feathers with the help of Todd
Vaaler (right). “We start with the
white feather, and dip each end,”
Vaaler said. Like Trueflight, Vaaler
said Gateway is coming up with
new styles to keep customers
from choosing cheaper feather
fletching coming from China.
Gateway also has developed a
DVD that helps people under-
stand the advantages of natural
feather fletch and that covers
advanced techniques like splicing
different colors together.

Kinsey’s Show Delivers 
For Dealers And Exhibitors
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While his son Scott Slates was back
in Wentzville Missouri making sure the
factory could meet the strong ATA
Show orders for the new line of
Toxonics Metal Optic sights, Roger
Slates was in Hershey promoting the
line to more retailers. These sights elim-
inate the breakage possible with
exposed fiber loops, because the loop is
protected in a groove of a half-moon
shaped steel pin. All but the entry level
MO3 carry the spooled fiber optics that
are so popular now, and selected mod-
els come black, brown or pewter to
match up with bow hardware.

PHOTO BELOW: Great Day keeps
coming up with ways to make ATVs
more versatile, like this front-mounted
lift that’s powered by a winch. It can
carry minerals or seed into the woods,
and deer out. Ilar Paul Meeks (right)
demonstrates it for Buddy Adams.

1. The most accurate drop-away arrowrest   

2. Downward cushion at the 

launcher head improves up / down accuracy

3. Adjustable drop speed improves 

left / right accuracy  4. Long-lasting,

quiet Flying VeeTM launcher 

for ultimate fletching clearance   

5. Fast, one-person set-up

QUIKTUNE® Smart �Rest TM

SHRINK YOUR GROUPS!TM

With SmartRestWithout SmartRest

New Archery Products TM

7500 Industrial Dr., Forest Park, IL 60130  
708.488.2500   Toll Free: 800.323.1279   Fax: 708.488.2515  

www.newarchery.com     info@newarchery.com
Patent Number 5,871,410. Other Patents Pending.

Simply the Best TM

Circle 15 on Response Card
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Kathy Fewless and Larry Griffith came from Bohning Archery in Lake City,
Michigan to exhibit at the Kinsey’s Dealer Show. Bohning was introducing two new
fletching jigs. The Tower on the table fletches three vanes at once with a 1 1/2
degree offset. Springs hidden below the base and a tapered cone clamp the arms to
the shaft. Griffith is holding the company’s new single fletcher. Made of glass-filled
nylon, it’s in an eye-catching red with the company’s logo molded in.

Pacific Mountain Farms owner Randy
Rummel had displays of the 30-count jars of
jerky for dealers to sample. You’d expect beef,
but this 15-year-old firm also makes jerky from
deer venison, buffalo, and elk. Wild game jerky is
leaner and healthier, Rummel says, and hunters
just get a kick out of eating animals they’ve
hunted or hope to hunt. In addition to these
individual sticks, you can order bulk packages for
sale in your store.

PHOTO LEFT: Dealers who took the time to
sit down with James McGovern (like Glenn
Scheipe of Archery Outfitters, Mohnton,
Pennsylvania) may have come away agreeing
that Rinehart makes “The Best Archery Targets
In The World.”McGovern shows them how easy it
is to pull arrows out of the 18-1 target. Then he’ll
take a 3D deer target and twist and pull on the
ears, typically the first thing to fail on targets
with less flexible foams. McGovern brought the
18-wheeler to the show that he takes around to
clubs that are sponsoring one of the Rinehart
100 fun shoots, and offered to show ArrowTrade
how he could drive over the head of a deer tar-
get without damaging it. We took his word for it.
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Double Bull
Archery was rep-
resented at the
show by Holly and
Adam Spittler,
who wore the lat-
est in the line of
thought-provok-
ing messages
from the maker of
premium hunting
blinds.

Scott Archery’s Brian Jones demonstrates the
Longhorn 3 Pro Advantage with solid brass handle.
“Shooters feel the extra weight in the hand makes them be
more smooth as they execute the back tension. It’s kind of
like getting a Mack truck going; it’s hard to stop.” The han-
dle is thinner and is tapered in a way that the fingers pack
together, Jones said, another feature competitive shooters
seem to like. There’s a new 4 finger Longhorn Pro available
for 2006. For customers who want something lighter, or just
like the red and blue marble finishes better, the Longhorn
Deluxe comes as a 2 finger that can be adjusted to 3 & 4.

SKB’s Michael Phillips holds a new style of super latch
that’s being incorporated in the company’s bow and gun
cases. The glass-filled nylon latch was developed for the
industrial division where it is used to protect everything from
costly scientific instruments to Stinger missiles. “We put this
latch on the floor and hit it with a sledgehammer and could-
n’t break it,” said Phillips, who estimates the new latch is five
times stronger than the metal latches it replaces. SKB is also
working with the Transportation Safety Administration to
develop latches the TSA can open without breaking if the flier
forgets and leaves them locked.

Patton   Archery
MFG., INC.

P.O. Box 161 • Norway, MI 49870
(906) 563-5990 • Fax (906) 563-7344
patarchy@up.net

We do it all!

Limb Cups

Cams

Risers

Wheels

Wood
Grips

Limbs

Circle 113 on Response Card
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